Rune Stones

1

Agate, Black rune set
Amethyst rune set
Angelite rune set
The 24 runes of the Elder
This rune set offers you 25
Call upon your angels for
Futhark and one blank rune
polished amethyst stones,
answers with this beautiful
carved into Black agate for
hand-carved with the runes
Angelite rune set. Perfect to
use in your divination pracof the Elder Futhark, acuse for any of life’s questices. Stones can vary in size
cented with gold-painted
tions you may have. Runes
from 1/2’ - 1”
lettering. Stones can vary in
only.
size from 1/2’ - 1”

$17.95

$32.95

RRAGAB

$22.95

$39.95

RRAQU

$29.95

RRAME

Aquamarine rune set
Black Tourmaline rune set
A set of rune stones with
Hand carved, this 25 rune
the runes carved into aquaset portrays the Elder
marine dyed tumbled stone
Futhark on Black Tourand enhanced with gold
maline in gold lettering,
enamel. Set contains the
resulting in an exquisite
full Elder Futhark and one
aid for your divination and
blank rune stone. Stones can
other such ritual magic.

$34.95

RRBLAT

Blue Onyx rune set
Black Onyx rune set
Bone Rune set
A set of rune stones with
The 24 runes of the Elder
the runes carved into blue
Futhark and one blank rune
onyx dyed tumbled stone
carved into Black Onyx
and enhanced with gold
for use in your divination
enamel. Set contains the
practices. Stones can vary in
full Elder Futhark and one
size from 1/2’ - 1”
blank rune stone. Stones can

$20.95

$19.95

RRCAR

Hematite rune set
Hand carved, this 25 rune
set portrays the Elder
Futhark on Hematite in
gold lettering, resulting in
an exquisite aid for your
divination and other such
ritual magic. Stones can

$39.95

$20.95

RRBLU

Carnelian rune set
Using the power of the
Elder Futhark along with
the properties of carnelian,
this 24 stone rune set is
particularly useful in helping to make decisions and
unravel mysteries around

RRHEM

Citrine rune set

RRANG

Bloodstone rune set
This handcrafted Bloodstone rune set beautifully
displays the 24 runes of
the Elder Futhark and one
blank stone, accented with
gold lettering, for your
divination and magic.

Hand crafted from water
buffalo bone, this rune
set presents the 24 runes
of the Elder Futhark and
one blank stone in the age
old style, perfectly suited
for divination and magic.

$11.95

RRBO

RRBLO

RRBON

Emerald rune set
Hand carved into Citrine
The 24 runes of the Elder
left in its natural state the 24
Futhark and one blank rune
runes of the Elder Futhark
stone carved from tumbled
and the one blank will be a
emerald. Stones can vary in
valuable aid to divination.
size from 1/2’ - 1”
Stones can vary in size from
1/2’ - 1”

$39.95

$39.95

RRCIT

Red Jasper rune set
Lapis rune set
A set of runes containing
the entire Elder Futhark and
on blank rune stone. Made
from tumbled fancy jasper
with the runes carved into
the surface and highlighted
with gold enamel. Stones

$22.95

RRJAS

RREME

A beautiful set of runes
made from carved and
tumbled Lapis. 28 runes
from the Elder Futhark plus
one blank stone. Color/pattern vary. Variously colored
bag. Stones can vary in size

$32.95

RRLAP

Moonstone rune set
Palo Santo rune set
Clear Quartz rune set
The 24 runes of the Elder
Try using runes from this
Sculpted of tumbled clear
Futhark and one blank rune
mystical tree that grows on
quartz, a stone highly
carved from Moonstone to
the coast of South America.
valued for its spiritual and
aid your divinations. Stones
Palo Santo is know for its
energetic qualities, this rune
can vary in size from 1/2’
energetically cleansing &
set, rooted within the Elder
- 1”
healing properties. Raise
Futhark tradition, offers 25
your vibration while getting
stones for your divination.

$24.95

RRMOO

$21.95

RRPALS

$22.95

RRQUA

Rose Quartz rune set
Sodalite rune set
Amethyst rune set
This rune set features the
25 blue tumbled sodalite
This rune set offers you a
24 traditional runes of the
stones, engraved and gilded
wonderful divination tool
Elder Futhark and one
with the symbols of the
combined with amethyst
blank stone carved from
Futhark rune set. Sodalite
being the healing stones of
Rose Quartz for use within
is known for quieting the
spiritual growth and protecyour divination and magic.
inner critic and bringtion. Each beautiful piece is
Stones can vary in size from
ing harmony and balance
under an “1 and engraved

$21.95

RRROS

$32.95

RRSOD

$22.95

RRUNEA
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Black Agate rune set
Clear Quartz rune set
Using Runes can give you
Quartz is a high vibration
the answers to many life’s
crystal and connects you
questions. Here we have
with your divine mind.
paired such a powerful
Pairing a divination tool
divination tool with Black
such as runes on such
Agate, which is a grounding
a powerful crystal will
and protective stone. Your
aid you in receiving the

$22.95

RRUNEBA

Green Aventurine rune set
Lapis rune set
If its luck you need than this
rune set might be a good
choice for you. Combining
the historical practice of
rune divination with the
powers of green aventurine
are sure to be a winning

$22.95

RRUNEGA

$22.95

RRUNECQ

Carnelian rune set
If it is answers you are seeking than Runes might be the
divination tool to try. Combined this ancient art with
the powers of Carnelian,
which is known as a stone
of motivation, leadership

$22.95

RRUNECR

Moss Agate rune set
Use the ancient art of Rune
Attracting abundance,
divination for answer to
Moss Agate is known as
many of life’s questions.
the wealth stone. Combine
Combined with the Lapis,
moss agates powers with
which aids you in going
the historical use of runes
deeper within your spirit to
and your on your way to
awaken your true destiny
the truth. Gold toned runic

$22.95

RRUNEL

$22.95

RRUNEM

Rose Quartz rune set
Red Jasper rune set
Tiger Eye rune set
If you are seeking a divinaUsing Runes is an ancient
If your seeking answers to
tion tool from the heart
divination practice and pairyour questions than runes
than this rune set is the one.
ing it with red jasper will
might just be the divinaThe amazing powers of
act as an anchor when you
tion tool for you. Combined
rose quartz opens our heart
tap into your psychic powwith the amazing powers of
chakra to unconditional
ers. Each beautiful piece
Tigers Eye to activate that
love and positive energy.
is under an “1 and comes
third chakras and help you

$22.95

RRUNER

White Resin rune set
Wood rune set
This rune set offers you 25
white resin stones. A set of
runes containing the entire
Elder Futhark and on blank
rune stone. Stones can vary
in size from 1/2’ - 1”. Rune
set comes complete in vel-

$9.95

RRWHIR

$22.95

RRUNERJ

$22.95

RRUNET

White Rainbow Moonstone rune set
The 24 runes of the Elder
A beautiful set of runes
Futhark and one blank rune
made from carved and
burnt in poplar wood; ideal
tumbled Rainbow Moonfor any reading or divinastone. 28 runes from the
tion work. An economical
Elder Futhark plus one
choice for a learner set of
blank stone. Color/pattern
runes. Size varies from the
vary. Variously colored bag.

$9.95

RRWOO

$32.95

RRWRM
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